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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the polyhedral structure of the unit commitment polytope. In
particular, we provide the convex hull results for the problem under the following different
settings: 1) the convex hulls for the integrated minimum-up/-down time and ramping polytope
under the general T time period setting in which the ramping rate equals to the gap between
the generation upper and lower bounds and equals to half of the gap between the generation
upper and lower bounds, respectively, 2) the convex hull for the integrated minimum-up/-down
time and ramping-up polytope for the problem under the general T time period setting, and 3)
the convex hull for the integrated minimum-up/-down time and ramping-down polytope for the
problem under the general T time period setting.
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1 Introduction
To describe the polytope for each generator, we let T be the number of time periods for the whole
operational horizon, L (ℓ) be the minimum-up (-down) time limit of the generator, C (C) be its
generation upper (lower) bound when it is online, V be its start-up/shut-down ramp rate, and
V be its ramp-up/-down rate in the stable generation region. In addition, we let (x, y, u) be the
decision variables to represent the generator’s status, in which continuous variable x represents the
generation amount, binary variable y represents the generator’s online/offline status (i.e., yt = 1
means the generator is online at t and yt = 0 otherwise), and binary variable u represents whether
the generator starts up or not (i.e., ut = 1 means the generator starts up at t and ut = 0 otherwise).
The corresponding integrated minimum-up/-down time and ramping polytope can be described as
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follows:
P :=
{
(x, y, u) ∈ RT+ × B
T × BT−1 :
t∑
i=t−L+1
ui ≤ yt, ∀t ∈ [L+ 1, T ]Z, (1a)
t∑
i=t−ℓ+1
ui ≤ 1− yt−ℓ, ∀t ∈ [ℓ+ 1, T ]Z, (1b)
yt − yt−1 − ut ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ [2, T ]Z, (1c)
−xt +Cyt ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ [1, T ]Z, (1d)
xt − Cyt ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ [1, T ]Z, (1e)
xt − xt−1 ≤ V yt−1 + V (1− yt−1), ∀t ∈ [2, T ]Z, (1f)
xt−1 − xt ≤ V yt + V (1− yt), ∀i ∈ [2, T ]Z
}
, (1g)
where constraints (1a) and (1b) describe the minimum-up and minimum-down time limits [1, 3],
respectively (i.e., if the generator starts up at time t−L+1, it should keep online in the following
L consecutive time periods until time t; if the generator shuts down at time t − ℓ + 1, it should
keep offline in the following ℓ consecutive time periods until time t), constraints (1c) describe the
logical relationship between y and u, constraints (1d) and (1e) describe the generation lower and
upper bounds, and constraints (1f) and (1g) describe the generation ramp-up and ramp-down rate
limits. Note here that, in our polytope description, there is no start-up decision corresponding
to the first-time period. In this way, the derived strong valid inequalities can be applied to each
time period and can be used recursively. Meanwhile, considering the physical characteristics of a
thermal generator, without loss of generality, we can assume C < V < C + V and C −C − V ≥ 0.
For notation convenience, we define ǫ as an arbitrarily small positive real number and [a, b]Z as the
set of integer numbers between integers a and b, i.e., {a, a + 1, · · · , b} with [a, b]Z = ∅ if a > b.
Finally, we let conv(P ) represent the convex hull description of P . In addition, we consider the
integrated minimum-up/-down time and ramping-up polytope as follows:
PU :=
{
(x, y, u) ∈ RT+ × B
T × BT−1 : (1a)− (1f)
}
.
Similarly, we consider the integrated minimum-up/-down time and ramping-down polytope as
follows:
PD :=
{
(x, y, u) ∈ RT+ × B
T × BT−1 : (1a) − (1e), (1g)
}
.
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Based on this description, we provide the convex hull descriptions in the following sections.
2 Convex Hull Description conv(P) for Two Special Cases with
General T Time Periods
In this section, we first consider the case in which V = C − C. Under this setting, we derive the
convex hull description for conv(P ).
Proposition 1 When V = C − C, the following inequality
xt ≤ V yt + (C − V )
(
ys −
j∑
i=0
us−i
)
, ∀t ∈ [1, T ], (2)
where j = min{1, L− 1, s− 2, s− t} and s = min{t+1, T}, is valid and facet-defining for conv(P ).
Proof: The validity can be easily proved by discussing the possible values of ys. The facet-defining
proof can be done by creating feasible and linear independent points. The details are shown in
Appendix A.1.
Theorem 1 When V = C−C, the convex hull description for conv(P ) can be described as follows:
Q :=
{
(x, y, u) ∈ R3T−1 : (1a) − (1d), (2),
ut ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ [2, T ]Z
}
. (3)
Proof: We can easily verify that polytope Q is full-dimensional. We first characterize the extreme
points of conv(P ) then show that each extreme point of conv(P ) satisfies 3T − 1 inequalities in Q
at equation, and finally conclude that the Q =conv(P ) due to Proposition 1.
Based on the minimum-up/-down time restrictions, we can observe that the generator will be
online for certain time periods, offline for certain time periods, online for certain time periods,
etc. For notation convenience, we assume there are R online intervals (with tk1 and t
k
2 representing
the starting and ending time unit for the kth (1 ≤ k ≤ R) online interval) for a T time horizon
problem. We can easily observe that all extreme points satisfy the following conditions (which can
be easily proved by a contradiction method that constructs two feasible points to make this point
as the linear combination of these two constructed points).
1. xtk
1
, xtk
2
∈ {C, V } for each k : 1 ≤ k ≤ R.
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2. xt ∈ {C,C} for each time period t such that t
k
1 < t < t
k
2 for some k : 1 ≤ k ≤ R.
3. xt = 0 for each other time period t.
Now we can find the 3T − 1 tight inequalities corresponding to each extreme point as follows. For
an extreme point z = (x1, x2, . . . , xT ; y1, y2, . . . , yT ;u2, . . . , uT ), if xt ∈ {0, C}, pick xt ≥ Cyt, else
xt ∈ {V ,C}, pick inequality (2). Thus, here we pick T inequalities based on the value of x part
of this extreme point z. Now we prove why inequality (2) is tight corresponding to this extreme
point. We discuss this based on the following several conditions:
1) If xt = V , then yt = 1. From extreme point conditions, we essentially have ut = 1.
(1) If s = T, i.e., t = T , then (2)⇒ xt ≤ V yt+(C−V )(yt−ut) (which is easy to be verified
that this is tight as yt = ut = 1 and xt = V .)
(2) If s = t+ 1, i.e., s ≤ T − 1, (2) ⇒ xt ≤ V yt + (C − V )(yt+1 −
∑min{1,L−1,t−1}
i=0 ut+1−i).
(i) If yt+1 = 0, i.e., ut+1 = 0, then ut does not exist in
∑min{1,L−1,t−1}
i=0 ut+1−i. There-
fore, (2) is tight.
(ii) If yt+1 = 1, i.e., ut+1 = 0 and ut = 1, then (2) is tight.
2) If xt = C, i.e., yt−1 = yt = yt+1 = 1, ut = ut+1 = 0, then it is easy to see that (2) is tight.
Besides these T inequalities, another 2T−1 tight inequalities can be easily picked from (1a)-(1d)
and (3) based on the values of the y and u parts of this extreme point z, since (1a)-(1d) and (3)
already construct the convex hull of the minimum-up/-down time polytope [3].
Remark 1 Note here that for the case V < C − C, the original formulation provides the convex
hull description.
Next, we consider the case in which C = C + 2V . Under this setting, we derive the convex
hull description for conv(P ). Without loss of generality, here we let V = C and then derive the
following strong valid inequalities for conv(P ).
Proposition 2 For each t ∈ [1, T ]Z, S ⊆ {min{t+ 2, T}}, the inequality
xt ≤ V yt + V
∑
i∈S∪{min{t+1,T}}
(di − i)(yi −
min{L−1,i−2}∑
j=0
ui−j) + V
min{L−1,t−2}∑
j=0
jut−j (4)
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is valid and facet-defining for conv(P ), where for each i ∈ [t+1, t+2]Z, di = min{a ∈ S ∪ {t+3} :
a > i}.
Proof: See Appendix A.2.
Proposition 3 For each t ∈ [1, T − 1]Z, the inequalities
xt+1 − xt ≤ V yt+1 −Cyt + V (ys −
j1∑
i=0
us−i) (5)
xt − xt+1 ≤ V yt − Cyt+1 + V (yt+1 −
j2∑
i=0
ut+1−i) (6)
are valid and facet-defining for conv(P ), where s = min{t+2, T}, j1 = min{s−2, 1, L−1, s−t−1},
and j2 = min{1, t − 2, L− 1}.
Proof: See Appendix A.3.
Theorem 2 When C = C + 2V and V = C, the convex hull description for conv(P ) can be
described as follows:
Q :=
{
(x, y, u) ∈ R3T−1 : (1a) − (1d), (3), (4), (5), (6)
}
.
Proof: The proof is similar to that for Theorem 1 by characterizing the extreme points of conv(P )
and showing each corresponding extreme point satisfies 3T − 1 inequalities in Q. We show the
details in Appendix A.4.
Remark 2 Inequalities (2) and (4) - (6) are different from any inequalities in the convex hull
descriptions of the separate up and down polytope, i.e., the following conv(PU ) and conv(PD).
3 Integrated Minimum-Up/-Down Time and Ramping-Up (or-
Down) Polytope Convex Hull Results
In this section, we derive the convex hull results for the integrated minimum-up/-down time and
ramping-up polytope, and the integrated minimum-up/-down time and ramping-down polytope,
respectively. For this study, we do not restrict V = C − C or V = (C −C)/2.
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Proposition 4 For each t ∈ [1, T ]Z, m ∈ [0,min{[t−L− 1]
+, (C − V )/V, [⌊(C − C)/V ⌋ − L]+}]Z,
S ⊆ [t−m+ 1, t− 1]Z, the inequality
xt ≤ V yt + (L− 1)V (yt −
min{L−1,t−2,κ}∑
j=0
ut−j) + V
∑
i∈S∪{t}
(i− di)(yi −
min{L−1,i−2,κ}∑
j=0
ui−j)
+ (C − V − (m+ L− 1)V )(yt−m −
min{L−1,t−m−2,κ}∑
j=0
ut−m−j) + V
min{L−1,t−2,κ}∑
j=0
jut−j (7)
is valid and facet-defining for conv(PU ), where κ = ⌈(C−C)/V ⌉−1 and for each i ∈ [t−m+1, t]Z,
di = max{a ∈ S ∪ {t−m} : a < i} and if m = 0, then dt = t.
Proof: See Appendix B.1.
Proposition 5 For each t ∈ [1, T ]Z, m ∈ [min{[T − t − 1]
+, L − 1, (C − V )/V },min{[T − t −
1]+, (C − V )/V }]Z, S ⊆ [t+ L+ 1, t+m]Z, the inequality
xt ≤ V yt + V
min{m,L−1}∑
i=1
(yt+i −
i∑
j=1
ut+j) + V
∑
i∈S∪{t+L}
(di − i)(yi −
min{m,L−1}∑
j=0
ui−j)
+ (C − V −mV )(yt+m+1 −
min{m,L−1}∑
j=0
ut+m+1−j) (8)
is valid and facet-defining for conv(PD), where for each i ∈ [t+ L, t+m]Z, di = min{a ∈ S ∪ {t+
m+ 1} : a > i} and if m ≤ L− 1, then dt+L = t+ L. Meanwhile, we let yT+1 = yT and uT+1 = 0.
Proof: See Appendix B.2.
Proposition 6 For each t ∈ [2, T ]Z, m ∈ [1,min{t−1, ⌈(C − C)/V ⌉ − 1}]Z, S0 ⊆ [t−m+L, t−1]Z,
S = S0 ∪ {t}, q = min{a ∈ S}, δ = min{L− 1,m− 1}, the inequality
xt − xt−m ≤ V yt − Cyt−m + V
∑
i∈S\{t−m+L}
(i− di)(yi −
δ∑
j=0
ui−j)
+ δV (yt −
δ∑
j=0
ut−j) + (C + V − V )(yq −
δ∑
j=0
uq−j) + V
δ∑
j=0
jut−j , (9)
is valid and facet-defining for conv(PU ), where for each i ∈ S, di = max{a ∈ S∪{t−m+L} : a < i}
and if m ≤ L, then dt = t.
Proof: See Appendix B.3.
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Proposition 7 For each t ∈ [1, T − 1]Z, m ∈ [1,min{T − t, ⌈(C − C)/V ⌉ − 1}]Z, S0 = [t + L +
1, t+m]Z, S = S0 ∪ {t+ L}, q = min{a ∈ S}, δ = min{L− 1,m− 1}, the inequality
xt − xt+m ≤ V yt − Cyt+m + V
δ∑
i=1
(yt+i −
i∑
j=1
ut+j) + V
∑
i∈S\{t+m}
(di − i)(yi −
δ∑
j=0
ui−j)
+ (C + V − V )(yq −
δ∑
j=0
uq−j) (10)
is valid and facet-defining for conv(PD), where for each i ∈ S \{t+m}, di = min{a ∈ S ∪{t+m} :
a > i} and if m ≤ L, then dt+L = t+ L.
Proof: See Appendix B.4.
We denote α1 = max{n ∈ [1, T ]Z : C + nV ≤ C}, α2 = max{n ∈ [1, T ]Z : V + nV ≤ C}, and
Q = {0, (C + nV )α1n=0, (V + nV )
α2
n=0, (C − nV )
α1
n=0}. Note here that α2 ≤ α1 ≤ T because V ≥ C.
Proposition 8 For any extreme point (x¯, y¯, u¯) of conv(PU ) or conv(PD), x¯t ∈ Q for all t ∈ [1, T ]Z.
Proof: A more general conclusion is provided in [2]. The details are shown in Appendix B.5.
Theorem 3 The convex hull description for the integrated minimum-up/-down time and ramping-
up polytope is
conv(PU ) = QU :=
{
(x, y, u) ∈ R3T−1 : (1a) − (1d), (3), (7), (9)
}
.
The convex hull description for the integrated minimum-up/-down time and ramping-down polytope
is
conv(PD) = QD :=
{
(x, y, u) ∈ R3T−1 : (1a)− (1d), (3), (8), (10)
}
.
Proof: For conv(PU ) = QU , we first show it holds for the case in which C = C + 2V , then
extends to the case in which C = C + kV with a general k ≥ 2 (as it is easy to verify that the
conclusion holds when k = 1 due to Theorem 1), and finally extends to the case without restrictions
on C = C + kV .
For the case in which C = C + 2V , similar to the proof for Theorem 1, we first characterize
the extreme points of conv(PU ) by utilizing Proposition 8 and then pick the corresponding 3T − 1
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inequalities in QU to be tight on each extreme point. Based on the minimum-up/-down time
restrictions, as shown in Figure 1, we can observe that since time 1, the generator stays online for
certain time periods (e.g., from time 1 to time r, denoted as “type-1” online interval), shut down
to be offline to certain time periods, start up to be online for certain time periods (e.g., from time
m to time n, denoted as “type-2” online interval), offline for certain time periods, online for certain
time period, · · · , and finally start up to be online until time T (e.g., from time s to time T , denoted
as “type-3” online interval).
online →
offline →
1
· · ·
r
type-1
· · ·
m
· · ·
n
type-2
· · · · · ·
type-2
· · ·
s
· · ·
T
type-3
Figure 1: online/offline status
Now, we characterize the possible values of the x-part of each extreme point during each type
of online interval, as xt = 0 for each t in the offline intervals.
For “type-1” online interval (e.g., from time 1 to time r), as shown in Figure 2, we draw a
backward scenario tree (with r+1 time periods/stages) with each scenario-tree node indicating the
possible x-value at each time period, where the root node corresponds to time r + 1 with x-value
as 0. In addition, for some t with xt = C + V then there must exist t − 1 with xt−1 = C or
t + 1 with xt+1 = C so that ramping-up constraints (1f) can be tight for at least one of any two
consecutive time periods. For instance, there are three possible values for xr, i.e., C,C + V, and
C; if xr = C, then there are three possible values for xr−1 (i.e., C,C + V, and C); if xr = C + V ,
there is only one possible value for xr−1 (i.e., C) so that xr − xr−1 = V , since xr+1 − xr 6= V . We
can easily observe that all extreme points satisfy the possible x-values via the backward scenario
tree in Figure 2 during the “type-1” online interval (which can be easily proved by a contradiction
method that constructs two feasible points to make this point as the linear combination of these
two constructed points).
For “type-2” and “type-3” online intervals (e.g., from time m to time T ), we draw two forward
scenario trees with each scenario-tree node indicating the possible x-value at each time period,
where the root node corresponds to time m − 1 with x-value as 0. Meanwhile, the online/offline
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0C
C + V
C
C
C + V
C
C
C + V
C
C
C
C
T1
T2
repeat
structure T1
repeat
structure T1
repeat
structure T1
repeat
structure T1
repeat
structure T2
repeat
structure T2
repeat
structure T2
Time r + 1Time rTime r − 1Time r − 2· · ·Time 1
Figure 2: type-1 online interval
status of the generator is subject to the minimum-up/-down restrictions. In addition, for some t
with xt = C+V then there must exist t−1 with xt−1 = C or t+1 with xt+1 = C so that ramping-up
constraints (1f) can be tight for at least one of any two consecutive time periods. For instance, when
starting up at time t, there are two possible values for xm, i.e., C in Figure 3 and V in Figure 4; if
xm = C, then there are three possible values for xm+1, i.e., 0 (subject to the minimum-up/-down
time restrictions), C, and C + V ; if xm = V , then there are four possible values for xm+1, i.e.,
0 (subject to the minimum-up/-down time restrictions), C, C + V , and V + V ; if xm = V and
xm+1 = C + V , then there is only one possible value for xm+2 (i.e., C) so that xm+2 − xm+1 = V ,
since xm+1 − xm 6= V . We can easily observe that all extreme points satisfy the possible x-values
during the “type-2” and “type-3” online intervals (which can be easily proved by a contradiction
method that constructs two feasible points to make this point as the linear combination of these
two constructed points).
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0 C
0
C
C + V
0
C
V
0
C
C + V
0
C
C
T3
T4
T5
T3
T4
T6
T3
T4
T5
T7
T4
T3
Time m− 1 Time m Time m+ 1 Time m+ 2 · · · Time T
Figure 3: type-2 and type-3 online interval
Now we can find the 3T − 1 tight inequalities corresponding to each extreme point as follows.
For an extreme point z = (x1, x2, . . . , xT ; y1, y2, . . . , yT ;u2, . . . , uT ), if xt ∈ {0, C}, pick xt ≥ Cyt;
else if xt ∈ {V , V +V,C}, pick inequality (7); else xt ∈ {C+V }, pick inequality (9). Thus, here we
pick T tight inequalities based on the value of x part of this extreme point z. Meanwhile, another
2T − 1 tight inequalities can be easily picked from (1a)-(1d) and (3) based on the values of the y
and u parts of this extreme point z, since (1a)-(1d) and (3) already construct the convex hull of
the minimum-up/-down time polytope [3]. Therefore, we show conv(PU ) = QU holds for the case
in which k = 2.
The arguments above (including characterizing extreme points and picking the corresponding
inequalities) can be easily extended to the case with a general k ≥ 2. That is, to characterize
the extreme points of conv(P ) following the conclusion in Proposition 8, we continue to use the
backward and forward scenario trees to show the possible values of the x part of each extreme
point. In addition, for some t with xt = C + sV (s ∈ [1, k − 1]Z) then there must exist t − 1
with xt−1 = C + (s − 1)V or t + 1 with xt+1 = C + (s + 1)V so that ramping-up constraints
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0 V
0
C
C + V
V + V
0
C
V
0
C
C + V
C
0
C
C + V
C
0
C
C + V
C
T6
T7
T3
T4
T6
T3
T4
T5
T3
T4
T5
T7
T3
T4
T5
T7
Time m− 1 Time m Time m+ 1 Time m+ 2 · · · Time T
Figure 4: type-2 and type-3 online interval
(1f) can be tight for at least one of any two consecutive time periods. Similarly, for some t with
xt = V + sV (s ∈ [0, k − 1]Z) then there must exist t − 1 with xt−1 = V + (s − 1)V or 0 so that
xt − xt−1 = V . To pick the 3T − 1 tight inequalities from Q
U for each extreme point of conv(PU ),
for an extreme point (x1, x2, . . . , xT ; y1, y2, . . . , yT ;u2, . . . , uT ), if xt ∈ {0, C}, pick xt ≥ Cyt; else
if xt ∈ {V + sV (s ∈ [0, k − 1]Z), C}, pick inequality (7); else xt ∈ {C + sV (s ∈ [1, k − 1]Z)}, pick
inequality (9).
Furthermore, we can extend the argument to the case without restrictions on C = C + kV by
letting γ = ⌊(C − C)/V ⌋.
That is, following the conclusion in Proposition 8, we continue to use the backward and forward
scenario trees to characterize the extreme points of conv(P ). In addition,
1) for some t with xt = C+sV (s ∈ [1, γ−1]Z) then there must exist t−1 with xt−1 = C+(s−1)V
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or t+1 with xt+1 = C+(s+1)V so that ramping-up constraints (1f) can be tight for at least
one of any two consecutive time periods;
2) for some t with xt = C − sV (s ∈ [1, γ]Z) then there must exist t˜ and tˆ such that t˜ < t < tˆ,
xt˜ = xtˆ = C, and |xt¯ − xt¯+1| = V for any t˜ ≤ t¯ ≤ tˆ− 1;
3) for some t with xt = V +sV (s ∈ [0, k−1]Z) then there must exist t−1 with xt−1 = V +(s−1)V
or 0 so that xt − xt−1 = V .
To pick the 3T − 1 tight inequalities from QU for each extreme point of conv(PU ), for an extreme
point (x1, x2, . . . , xT ; y1, y2, . . . , yT ;u2, . . . , uT ), if xt ∈ {0, C}, pick xt ≥ Cyt; else if xt ∈ {V +
sV (s ∈ [0, γ − 1]Z), C}, pick inequality (7); else xt ∈ {C + sV (s ∈ [1, γ]Z), C − sV (s ∈ [1, γ]Z)},
pick inequality (9). Therefore, we show conv(PU ) = QU holds in general. Due to the similarity, we
omit the proof for the conclusion conv(PD) = QD.
4 Conclusions
We presented the convex hull results of the unit commitment polytope under different settings. In
particular, the convex hull descriptions for two special cases, i.e., V = C − C and V = (C − C)/2
with general T time periods are firstly provided for the integrated minimum-up/-down time and
ramping polytope. Then the convex hull descriptions for the integrated minimum-up/-down time
and ramping-up (or-down) polytope are provided under the most general setting.
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